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Abstract: Remote estimation of chlorophyll-a in turbid and productive estuaries is difficult due to
the optical complexity of Case 2 waters. Although recent advances have been obtained with the
use of empirical approaches for estimating chlorophyll-a in these environments, the understanding
of the relationship between spectral reflectance and chlorophyll-a is based mainly on temperate
and subtropical estuarine systems. The potential to apply standard NIR-Red models to productive
tropical estuaries remains underexplored. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to evaluate the
performance of several approaches based on multispectral data to estimate chlorophyll-a in a
productive tropical estuarine-lagoon system, using in situ measurements of remote sensing reflectance,
Rrs . The possibility of applying algorithms using simulated satellite bands of modern and recent
launched sensors was also evaluated. More accurate retrievals of chlorophyll-a (r2 > 0.80) based on
field datasets were found using NIR-Red three-band models. In addition, enhanced chlorophyll-a
retrievals were found using the two-band algorithm based on bands of recently launched satellites
such as Sentinel-2/MSI and Sentinel-3/OLCI, indicating a promising application of these sensors to
remotely estimate chlorophyll-a for coming decades in turbid inland waters. Our findings suggest
that empirical models based on optical properties involving water constituents have strong potential
to estimate chlorophyll-a using multispectral data from satellite, airborne or handheld sensors in
productive tropical estuaries.
Keywords: shallow productive estuary; chlorophyll-a; remote sensing; Sentinel

1. Introduction
Estuarine systems, which are transitional complex zones between rivers and oceans, exhibit spatial
variability, seasonal cycles and distributions of organisms strongly influenced by various environmental
factors, most notably: (a) a spatio-temporal salinity gradient; (b) high variability of temperature and
light intensity; (c) inflow and nutrient discharge; and (d) hydrodynamic patterns [1]. These specific
features make estuaries among the most productive habitats in the world, as they provide natural
resources to maintain the use of local fisheries and aquaculture, allowing significant socio-economic
development [2].
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Although numerous physical and biological characteristics of these systems are well-known,
their susceptibility to anthropic aggression (e.g., effluent discharge, fishing and aquiculture),
which affects the trophic structure, has also been recognized [3]. For instance, the continuous
increase in both nutrient loading and organic matter has led to estuaries with higher eutrophication
levels. This degradation process usually results in an increase in water turbidity due to blooms
of cyanobacteria or green algae, which subsequently affect the entire trophic structure. Thus,
methodological approaches to quantify eutrophication are essential to improve the understanding of
the ecosystem dynamics of estuaries and to develop tools for accurate decision making.
Long-term monitoring of chlorophyll-a (a phytoplankton biomass indicator) is frequently
carried out to assess the eutrophic state of an estuary [4–6]. However, this monitoring requires
representative (in time and space) field sampling and laboratory measurements to adequately cover
the distribution of phytoplankton. Unfortunately, it is not always possible to have technical and
financial resources available to carry out such monitoring, mainly in estuaries that exhibit high
spatio-temporal heterogeneity [7].
Data from satellite sensors may provide better information on chlorophyll-a variability in
comparison to conventional field monitoring because most modern sensors (e.g., Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), Medium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS) and
Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS)) have improved capabilities with respect to spectral,
radiometric, temporal and spatial resolutions [8–10]. Recent advances have resulted in significant
progress in the remote assessment of chlorophyll-a in turbid and productive waters [11]. However,
some problems, such as atmospheric correction and complexity of optical properties involving
water constituents, make it difficult to use a simple and universal empirical algorithm to estimate
chlorophyll-a from satellite data, being an additional challenge to inland water remote sensing [12,13].
Therefore, for a geographic and/or seasonal region, it is essential to conduct a thorough investigation
of the local relationships between in situ-measured chlorophyll-a and spectral bands of airborne or
handheld sensors before using satellite datasets [14].
In general, these empirical algorithms are often based on a relationship between chlorophyll-a and
reflectance, Rrs (λ), which is derived from the bio-optical theory of inherent optical properties (IOPs),
such as total absorption (a) and backscattering (bb ) coefficients [15,16]. The underlying principle is that
changes in the concentrations and distribution of organic and inorganic particulates and dissolved
substances in the water affect the observed reflectance, Rrs (λ), in different wavelengths, λ, according to
Gons [17] and Preisendorfer [18]:
Rrs (λ) =

f (λ)
bb ( λ )
Q ( λ ) a ( λ ) + bb ( λ )

(1)

a = aChl − a + a N AP + aCDOM + awater

(2)

bb = bb,water + bb,particles

(3)

where f (λ) describes the sensitivity of the reflectance to variations in the solar zenith angle [19],
and Q(λ) expresses the bidirectional properties of reflectance [20]; aChla , a N AP , aCDOM and awater
are the chlorophyll-a, the non-algal particles (NAP), the colored dissolved organic matter (CDOM)
and the pure water absorption coefficients, respectively; and bb,water and bb,particles are backscattering
due to water and organic/inorganic particles in suspension, respectively. As values for both awater
and bb,water can be assigned as constants [21–23], it is still necessary to identify the contribution of
some important optically active compounds (i.e., a N AP , aCDOM and bb,particles ) in order to estimate
chlorophyll-a concentrations from multispectral data.
With respect to oligotrophic and clear waters, Case 1 [24], reflectance in the blue region is
dominated by the spectral response of chlorophyll-a, which has an absorption maximum around
440 nm. In these environments, models based on the blue/green ratio have shown the best
performance [25–27] since CDOM and NAP show a strong correlation with chlorophyll-a because
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these constituents are derived from processes related to phytoplankton (i.e., mortality and exudation).
However, in turbid and productive waters, i.e., Case 2 waters (IOCCG 2000), blue/green ratio models
do not adequately represent the chlorophyll-a variability since CDOM and NAP may originate from
additional sources, such as runoff of sediments, nutrients and organic matter and the resuspension of
sediments from shallow bottoms [28,29].
Thus, major efforts have been made in the last decade to test and evaluate different algorithms
to estimate chlorophyll-a in inland and coastal waters using multispectral data from datasets with
different sources, such as handheld, airborne or spaceborne sensors [30–43]. In turbid and productive
estuaries, the best empirical approaches for estimating chlorophyll-a have been obtained with the use
of NIR-Red models [44,45]. However, the understanding of these relationships has mainly focused
on temperate and subtropical estuarine systems using modern satellite sensors, such as MODIS,
MERIS and SeaWiFS [14,30,44–48]. Therefore, there is a notable lack of knowledge on bio-optical
variability in tropical estuarine systems, which could be a novel branch for scientific investigations to
develop new spectral reflectance-based models using in situ measured (i.e., spectral reflectance and
chlorophyll-a) or satellite-derived data, especially for recently launched satellite, such as Sentinel-2
and Sentinel-3, which opened a new potential to estimate chl-a in optically complex waters where
fine spectral, spatial and temporal resolutions are required [49]. Moreover, this work is one of the first
assessing the variability of the water color of a tropical lagoon contributing to expand the knowledge
of inland water optical properties.
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the performance of several approaches based on spectral
bands to estimate chlorophyll-a in a productive tropical estuarine-lagoon system, using in situ
observations. The possibility of applying the algorithm to remote sensing satellite images of modern
and recent spaceborne sensors is also discussed in this study. This knowledge is a first step towards
obtaining comprehensive and reliable reflectance-based models for tropical turbid and productive
waters, which may be further tested with satellite data in order to remotely estimate chlorophyll-a.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area
The Mundaú-Manguaba Estuarine-Lagoon System (MMELS) is a shallow (max. depth of 3.5 m)
tropical lagoon system located in the state of Alagoas, northeastern Brazil, between 9◦ 350 0000 S and
9◦ 460 0000 S latitude and 35◦ 340 0000 W and 35◦ 580 0000 W longitude (Figure 1). The system is composed
of three compartments: (a) the Mundaú Lagoon (27 km2 ) in the eastern MMELS, which receives
freshwater mainly from the Mundaú river basin (annual average discharge of 35 m3 /s); (b) the
Manguaba Lagoon (42 km2 ) in the western MMELS, which receives an average annual fresh water
discharge of 28 m3 /s from the Paraíba do Meio and Sumaúma river basins; and (c) the mangrove-lined
narrow channel system (12 km2 ), which connects both lagoons via a single 250 m wide tidal inlet to the
Atlantic Ocean. MMELS exhibits a tropical semi-humid climate with well-defined dry (from October
to December) and wet (from May to July) seasons. The average annual mean temperature is 25 ◦ C,
and the winds blow predominantly from a southeasterly direction, governed mainly by trade winds in
summer [50]. Manguaba lagoon is generally less saline than Mundaú lagoon. However, both lagoons
are characterized by eutrophic conditions and are dominated by phytoplankton. Additional physical
characteristics of the Mundaú and Manguaba lagoons can be observed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Main physical features of the Mundaú and Manguaba lagoons.
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The remote sensing reflectance, Rrs (λ), was calculated as follows:
Rrs (λ) =

Lu (λ) − ρ.Ls (λ)
Ed (λ)

(4)

The above-water upwelling radiance, Lu , is the sum of the upwelling radiance, Lw (0+ ), and the
sky radiance directly reflected by the air-water interface, Lr . Because only Lu is directly measureable,
and Lw (0+ ) and Lr are not measured, Lr is assessed as Lr = ρ· Ls , where ρ is a proportionality factor.
The factor ρ is not an inherent optical property of the surface and is dependent on the sky conditions,
wind speed, solar zenith angle, and viewing geometry. Mobley [52] used a radiative transfer code to
estimate the variability of ρ as a function of the different forcing factors. These results showed that when
Lu was acquired with a viewing direction of 40◦ from the nadir and 135◦ from the sun, the variability of
ρ was considerably reduced under clear-sky conditions, and a value of 0.028 was considered acceptable
at wind speeds less than 5 m·s−1 . Finally, Lw (0+ ) was calculated by the subtraction of Lu and ρ· Ls .
To limit the effects of external factors, all radiometric measurements were acquired within the viewing
geometry defined by Mobley [52], under low-wind (0–4 m·s−1 ) and clear-sky conditions, and for sun
zenith angles ranging from 0 to 30◦ .
2.3. Water Sample Analysis
All samples were filtered on land, no later than 12 h after sampling, using Whatman GF/F glass
fiber filters (pore size of 0.45 µm). The filters were wrapped in aluminum foil and kept frozen until
analysis. Chlorophyll-a from algae concentrated on filters was extracted into 90% ethanol for 18 h in
an amber flask and measured using a spectrophotometric trichromatic method [53]. Water samples
also were analyzed for total suspended solids (TSS), which were filtered using Whatman GF/F filters;
the residue retained was dried to a constant weight at 103 to 105 ◦ C and measured gravimetrically [53].
2.4. Reflectance Spectra Classification
All 72 reflectance spectra were classified into four homogeneous groups, which were sufficient to
identify possible spatial or temporal dependencies in the remote sensing reflectance data. The optical
classes were divided using a k-means clustering analysis, an unsupervised classification technique that
categorizes the data set based on the natural distribution of the data in multivariate space. Each Rrs (λ)
spectrum was previously normalized by its integral, calculated over the entire spectrum [54], in order
to enhance the spectral shape of the Rrs (λ) spectra in the classification. This classification may support
the use of multiple retrieval algorithms for each lagoon, homogeneous regions or a global retrieval
algorithm for a whole system [55].
2.5. Models to Estimate Chlorophyll-a from Rrs (λ)
Among several models used to estimate chlorophyll-a in inland waters from spectral reflectance
data (see a review conducted by Matthews [56]), we evaluated the performance of four algorithms
using the available dataset. The following models were chosen due to their wide and successful use in
previous studies and because these algorithms are based on physical fundamentals.
2.5.1. The Blue-Green Ratio Model
The first tested model to estimate chlorophyll-a uses a simple ratio between reflectance in the blue
region at 440 nm, R(λBlue ), in which Chl-a and carotenoids strongly absorb light, and reflectance in the
green region at 550 nm, R(λGreen ), where reflectance is minimally absorbed by pigments. This model
was initially proposed by Morel and Prieur [24], and it is still widely used for ocean color [25,27].
Chla ∝ R(λ Blue )/R(λGreen )

(5)
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2.5.2. The Two-Band NIR-Red Ratio Model
The second tested model follows the same principle of the blue-green ratio model, but it considers
a ratio between reflectance in the near-infrared, R(λNIR ), and reflectance in the red region, R(λRed ),
according to:
Chla ∝ R(λ N IR )/R(λ Red )
(6)
where λRed is a wavelength usually located around the point of maximum chlorophyll-a absorption,
which is restricted to the range 660 nm < λRed < 690 nm [33]. One may assume that the absorption
by non-algal particles, yellow substances and backscattering can be considered non-significant in
comparison to the chlorophyll-a concentration in this wavelength, or achl-a (λ1 ) >> aNAP (λ1 ) + aCDOM (λ1 )
and achl-a (λ1 ) >> bb (λ1 ). In general, the near-infrared wavelength, λNIR , may be found at two different
positions in the NIR: (a) between 700 nm and 720 nm, known as λ2 [39,44,57], where absorption of
the water constituents is minimal; or (b) beyond 710 nm, known as λ3 [31,45,58], where absorption
is mostly dominated by water (i.e., achl-a + aNAP + aCDOM ~0). In general, bb (λ) may be assumed to be
approximately equal at both wavelengths.
2.5.3. The Three-Band NIR-Red Model
This model was initially developed to estimate pigments in terrestrial vegetation, but it
has recently been used to determine chlorophyll-a in turbid and productive waters [14,31,33,35].
The algorithm has the form
h
i
Chla ∝ R(λ1 )−1 − R(λ2 )−1 × R(λ3 )

(7)

where R(λi ) is the measured reflectance in the spectral band λi . Similar to the two-band NIR-Red ratio
model, λ1 is the wavelength at which maximum chlorophyll-a absorption occurs.
This approach is based on the following three assumptions: (a) effect of CDOM and detrital
absorption on R(λ1 ) is significant in the two-band ratio model, which can be minimized by subtraction
of R(λ2 ); (b) the absorption of these constituents must be approximately the same at both wavelengths
λ1 and λ2 (i.e., aNAP (λ2 ) + aCDOM (λ2 ) ≈ aNAP (λ1 ) + aCDOM (λ1 )); and (c) the chlorophyll-a absorption
in λ2 must be much smaller than that in λ1 (achl-a (λ2 ) << achl-a (λ1 )). Dall’Olmo, Gitelson and
Rundquist [31] suggested λ2 values between 690 nm and 730 nm. The third band, λ3 , is used
to compensate the variability in backscattering between samples, and it is usually located where
absorption is dominated by water with the same recommended range of the previous model. At this
position, R(λ3 ) is influenced by backscattering only, and the backscattering, bb (λ), is approximately
equal at the three wavelengths.
2.5.4. The Four-Band NIR-Red Model
The four-band model was developed by Le [36] to improve the performance of the
three-band model for highly turbid waters. A fourth band, λ4 , located at NIR wavelengths,
was included to minimize the impacts of absorption and backscattering of suspended solids
in λ3 [36,38]. Therefore, CDOM and detrital absorptions at λ4 are similar to those at λ3
(i.e., aNAP (λ4 ) + aCDOM (λ4 ) ≈ aNAP (λ3 ) + aCDOM (λ3 )), and bb (λ) is approximately equal at all
four wavelengths.
h
i h
i
Chla ∝ R(λ1 )−1 − R(λ2 )−1 / R(λ4 )−1 − R(λ3 )−1

(8)

2.6. Algorithm, Model Evaluation and Validation
An algorithm was developed in MATLAB® to identify the optimal wavelength positions in
the NIR-Red models based on reflectance measurements. This algorithm consists of testing all
possible sets of linear best-fit functions between observed and estimated chlorophyll-a within the
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spectral ranges recommended in previous studies for each optimal wavelength. Thus, a linear best-fit
function was chosen for each model considering the following, in sequential order: the maximum and
minimum values of the coefficient of determination (r2 ) and the root-mean square error (RMSE) of
each chlorophyll-a model. The models were evaluated considering different subsets, such as MMELS,
Mundaú lagoon, Manguaba lagoon and optical classes defined in the reflectance spectra classification.
In order to evaluate the accuracy and stability of the best models based on reflectance
measurements, the MMELS dataset was divided into calibration and independent validation
subsets. The models were calibrated using data collected from 2/3 of the total number of stations,
corresponding to the first two field campaigns for each lagoon, and were validated using data
collected from 1/3 of the stations, which corresponded to the last field campaign for each lagoon.
Validation analysis was not extended to smaller subsets (e.g., Mundaú lagoon, Manguaba lagoon or
optical classes) in order to reduce risks associated with obtaining non-representative samples for both
calibration and validation sets.
2.7. Retrieval of Chlorophyll-a Using Models Based on Simulated Satellite Bands
Satellite bands were simulated using reflectance measurements in order to check the potential for
satellite application in MMELS. For this analysis, we only selected satellite sensors capable of accurately
describing the spatial-temporal variability of the optical properties in the MMELS, considering the
size and retention time of the lagoons (see Table 1). Such physical features limited the use of most
sensors with free satellite imagery, which have spatial and temporal resolutions larger than 500 m
and one week, respectively. These criteria resulted in the selection of four satellite sensors (Table 2):
(a) the still operational NASA sensors, MODIS-Terra (launched in 1999) and MODIS-Aqua (launched in
2002); (b) the non-operational MERIS sensor associated with the Envisat satellite, which was launched
by ESA’s Copernicus programme (2002–2013); (c) the MSI (MultiSpectral Imager) sensor related
to Sentinel-2A (launched in June 2015) and Sentinel-2B (launched in March 2017); and (d) ESA’s
OLCI (Ocean and Land Colour Instrument) sensor on-board Sentinel-3A (launched in February 2016),
which has visible and short-wave infrared radiances for ocean, inland and coastal waters in order to
reach levels of accuracy and precision equivalent to those of the MERIS sensors.
Table 2. Characteristics of sensors and their associated satellites used to retrieve chlorophyll-a
information in MMELS.
Resolution
Sensor

MODIS

Satellite
Terra/Acqua

Spectral
(Bands)

Temporal
(Days)

36

1

Radiometric
(Bit)

Spatial
(m)

Central Wavelength (400–900 nm)

12

250
500

645, 858 *
469, 555

MERIS

Envisat

15

3

16

300

412, 443, 490, 510, 560, 620, 665, 681, 709, 754 *,
761 *, 779 *, 865 *, 885 *

MSI

Sentinel-2

13

<5

12

10
20
60

490, 560, 665, 842 *
705, 740, 783, 865 *
443

OLCI

Sentinel-3

21

<2

16

300

400, 412, 442, 490, 510, 560, 620, 665, 674, 681,
709, 754 *, 761 *, 764 *, 767 *, 779 *, 865 *, 885 *

* Bands beyond the spectral range of operation of the Rrs measured in-situ.

MODIS and MERIS sensors have been widely used to estimate chlorophyll-a in inland and coastal
waters [35,40,46], which can allow time-series reconstitution of the last 20 years. The recently available
sensors MSI and OLCI (successor of MERIS) have a good spatial and temporal resolution and new
spectral bands, which were positioned at strategic locations to improve chlorophyll-a estimates.
The best NIR-Red models using reflectance measurements with r2 > 0.8 were chosen to test the
performance of the band models using satellite-based wavelengths. The optimal positions found in the
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models based on Rrs measured in-situ were tuned to the nearest simulated satellite bands, which were
obtained using Rrs in-situ data weighted according to the corresponding spectral response function
(SRF) of each ocean color sensor.
3. Results
3.1. Constituent Concentrations
Notably, the chlorophyll-a and TSS concentrations in the water samples exhibited high variability
(Table 3). The levels of chlorophyll-a differed between the lagoons, ranging between 0.97 and
48.9 mg/m3 (average value of 12.86 mg/m3 ) in Mundaú lagoon, and between 5.99 and 117.54 mg/m3
in Manguaba lagoon (average value of 42.77 mg/m3 ). In contrast to the Chl-a concentrations, the TSS
concentrations were higher in Mundaú lagoon (range of 15.2–61.0 mg/L and average of 32.8 mg/L) in
comparison with Manguaba lagoon (range of 9.0–44.0 mg/L and average of 22.7 mg/L). In addition,
we did not find a strong correlation between the chlorophyll-a and TSS concentrations in the MMELS
(r2 = 0.08; data not shown).
Table 3. Statistics of water constituents considering different subsets.

Subset
Mundaú (N = 36)
Manguaba (N = 36)
MMELS (N = 72)

Chlorophyll-a (mg/m3 )

SST (mg/L)

Min

Max

Mean

Stdev

Min

Max

Mean

SD

0.97
5.99
0.97

48.90
117.54
117.54

12.86
42.77
27.81

9.72
24.22
23.72

15.15
9.00
9.00

61.00
44.00
61.00

32.80
22.86
27.83

11.99
9.34
11.79

3.2. Reflectance Spectra and Classification
The measured reflectance spectra (range of 400–720 nm) of the surveyed sampling points in the
Mundaú and Manguaba lagoons are shown in Figure 2a,b, respectively. The hyperspectral reflectance
differed slightly between the two datasets. Nevertheless, in both lagoons, it was possible to identify
spectral features similar to reflectance spectra previously observed for turbid, productive waters [32,59],
such as a slight depression at 440 nm; a prominent peak around 565 nm; a trough at 625 nm (more
intense in Manguaba lagoon) followed by a discrete peak around 660 nm; and a prominent trough at
670 nm followed by a prominent peak close to 705 nm. With respect to Manguaba lagoon, we observed
that the reflectance magnitude peak around 705 nm was comparable to that in the green region,
except for the 14 July campaign, where we did not observe a well-defined peak in the green region.
Minimum reflectance values were observed around 670 nm, where the maximum absorption
of chlorophyll-a occurs in the red region. The minimum reflectance near 670 nm did not show a
linear correlation with the chlorophyll-a concentration (r2 = 0.0006; data not shown), in contrast to the
difference between peak reflectance around 700 nm and minimum reflectance near 670 nm (r2 = 0.69,
Figure 2c). In addition, we found a strong relationship between the peak position in the red region and
the chlorophyll-a concentration (r2 = 0.8, Figure 2d) but a very poor correlation between maximum
reflectance values near 700 nm and chlorophyll-a (r2 = 0.1; data not shown).
Clustering analyses resulted in four classes of normalized reflectance, which were sufficient to
explain the spatial or temporal dependencies in the remote sensing reflectance data over the entire
system (Figure 3). The behavior of the mean and standard deviation in the spectra of the four classes
can be observed in Figure 4. A comprehensive description of each group is presented below.
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respectively.
Class 2 (Figure 4b) contained all 12 samples collected during the 14 July campaign in Manguaba
lagoon and only one sample located closest to the main river of the Mundaú lagoon (N = 14). This
class was characterized by an indistinct peak in the green region, a strong trough at 675 nm and a
peak at around 700 nm. This class had moderate values of chlorophyll-a and TSS, with average
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values of approximately 27.60 mg/m3 and 24.00 mg/m3, respectively.
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Class 3 (Figure 4c) mainly represented the vast majority of the Mundaú lagoon waters and a few
samples that were spatially distributed in the Manguaba lagoon (N = 31). This class was characterized
by a clearly defined trough at 675 nm and a distinct peak around 700 nm. The chlorophyll-a
concentrations were lower than those observed in Class 2, with average and maximum values of
14.87 mg/m3 and 32.64 mg/m3 , respectively. This class also had the highest TSS concentrations with
average values of approximately 34.00 mg/m3 .
Class 4 (Figure 4d) consisted of points located near the channels connecting the lagoons to the
ocean (N = 8). This class showed no specific spectral features and was characterized by the lowest
chlorophyll-a concentrations (average of 3.3 mg/m3 ) and moderate TSS concentrations (average of
25.90 mg/m3 ).
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3.3. Assessment of Chl-a Retrieval Models
A summary of the accuracy assessment of the best band models for classified and
non-classified waters—considering three distinct datasets (i.e., Mundaú lagoon, Manguaba lagoon and
MMELS)—can be observed in Table 4.
Table 4. Slopes (p) and intercepts (q) of the linear best-fit function between observed and retrieved
chlorophyll-a with corresponding coefficient of determination (r2 ) and root mean square error (RMSE
in mg/m3 ) for the monitoring datasets. The MMELS dataset (global) was divided into calibration (cal)
and independent validation (val) subsets to evaluate the accuracy and stability of the best models
based on the reflectance measurements.
Models

p

q

r2

RMSE

Mundaú (N = 36)

R440 /R550
R713 /R682
(R690 −1 − R706 −1 )·R721
−
1
(R690 − R695 −1 )/(R709 −1 − R702 −1 )

3.55
25.71
81.96
10.83

11.54
−10.91
15.13
7.54

0.00
0.54
0.60
0.74

9.86
6.71
6.23
5.02

Manguaba (N = 36)

R440 /R550
R714 /R690
(R690 −1 − R714 −1 )·R721
(R689 −1 − R713 −1 )/(R721 −1 − R720 −1 )

−73.45
52.84
57.87
0.76

65.29
−21.84
31.15
31.45

0.26
0.81
0.82
0.71

19.05
9.54
9.51
11.73

−39.32

38.22

MMELS (N = 72)

R440 /R550 (cal, N = 48)
R440 /R550 (val, N = 24)
R440 /R550 (global, N = 72)
R721 /R660 (cal, N = 48)
R721 /R660 (val, N = 24)
R713 /R690 (global, N = 72)
(R690 −1 − R717 −1 )·R721 (cal, N = 48)
(R690 −1 − R717 −1 )·R721 (val, N = 24)
(R690 −1 − R714 −1 )·R720 (global, N = 72)
(R660 −1 − R695 1 )/(R721 −1 − R720 −1 ) (cal, N = 48)
(R660 −1 − R695 −1 )/(R721 −1 − R720 −1 ) (val, N = 24)
(R660 −1 − R713 −1 )/(R721 −1 − R720 −1 ) (global, N = 72)

21.20
153.52
20.43
8.78
12.25
9.06
8.32
11.06
8.81
7.91
19.42
11.78

Water

0.81

21.11

0.06
0.00
0.15
0.84
0.66
0.83
0.86
0.73
0.84
0.87
0.15
0.72

Class 1 (N = 19)

R440 /R550
R721 /R690
(R690 −1 − R721 −1 )·R721
(R660 −1 − R713 −1 )/(R711 −1 − R712 −1 )

−27.33
43.36
43.36
0.14

63.33
0.88
44.25
45.35

0.04
0.66
0.65
0.75

18.76
11.26
11.26
9.52

Class 2 (N = 14)

R440 /R550
R711 /R690
(R690 −1 − R711 −1 )·R721
(R663 −1 − R703 −1 )/(R707 −1 − R706 −1 )

−30.64
122.20
142.90
0.58

40.49
−94.94
27.34
11.37

0.19
0.80
0.81
0.93

8.45
4.16
4.09
2.48

Class 3 (N = 31)

R440 /R550
R700 /R660
(R690 −1 − R699 −1 )·R721
(R660 −1 − R713 −1 )/(R721 −1 − R720 −1 )

−18.04
60.49
99.12
8.82

21.82
−49.12
10.53
34.62

0.06
0.45
0.47
0.51

7.15
5.49
5.37
5.16

Class 4 (N = 8)

R440 /R550
R690 /R687
(R687 −1 − R691 −1 )·R721
(R690 −1 − R701 −1 )/(R698 −1 − R694 −1 )

6.32
41.83
128.20
28.87

1.33
−38.11
3.95
78.65

0.07
0.14
0.17
0.75

1.66
1.6
1.57
0.86

Non-classified

Classified

−64.89

49.74

39.52

−12.90

56.21

−29.30

56.70

27.53

64.03

26.01

1.22

11.37

For non-classified waters, the blue-green ratio model Equation (5) showed a very poor correlation
with the measured Chl-a concentration for the MMELS dataset (r2 = 0.06 and 0.00 for calibration and
validation subsets, respectively), as well as for each lagoon (r2 < 0.27). The NIR-Red band models and
the two-, three- and four-band models had similar performance considering the calibration subset,
with strong coefficients of determination for the whole system (r2 > 0.84). These models also showed a
good performance for Manguaba lagoon (r2 > 0.81). A more accurate and stable Chl-a retrieval was
obtained using a three-band model for MMELS, with optimal spectral band positions for λ1 , λ2 and
λ3 at 690, 717 and 721 nm, respectively, which was followed by a two-band model for MMELS with
wavelengths λ1 and λ2 equal to 660 and 721 nm, respectively. Moreover, a remarkable decrease in
performance of the four-band model was observed for the validation subset, suggesting an unstable
Chl-a retrieval using this model. For Manguaba lagoon, the four-band model did not perform better
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than the three-band model, in contrast to Mundaú lagoon, where an improvement in performance was
observed with an increase in model complexity (i.e., from the two-band to the four-band model).
An improvement in performance with increasing model complexity was also observed for
classified waters. In general, the two- and three-band models for classified waters did not improve
chlorophyll-a retrieval in comparison with band models for non-classified waters. However,
the four-band model for Class 2 showed the best performance (r2 = 0.93, RMSE = 2.48 mg/m3 )
among all models for both classified and non-classified waters, with optimal spectral band positions
for λ1 , λ2 , λ3 and λ4 at 663, 703, 706 and 707 nm, respectively. Strong linear relationships between the
four-band model and the measured Chl-a were established for Class 1 (r2 = 0.75, RMSE = 9.52 mg/m3 )
and Class 4 (r2 = 0.75, RMSE = 0.86 mg/m3 ). For Class 3, the four-band model also showed a reasonable
performance (r2 = 0.51, RMSE = 5.16 mg/m3 ) but was still lower than the band model for Mundaú
lagoon (non-classified waters).
3.4. Retrieval of Chlorophyll-a Using Models Based on Simulated Satellite Bands
The applicability of satellite sensors such as MODIS, MERIS, OLCI and MSI was evaluated
considering two- and three-band models for MMELS and the four-band model for Class 2
since these models showed the best performance with respect to chlorophyll-a retrieval using
reflectance measurements.
The accuracy assessment of the best band models for the MMELS and Class 2 waters with respect
to the four satellite sensors can be observed in Table 5. Notably, the two-band models showed better
performance compared with the other models based on simulated satellite bands for MMELS and
Manguaba lagoon. Considering the operating range, it was not possible to find a good combination
of MODIS data, which resulted in the lower performance of this sensor among the two-band models.
For both the MERIS and OLCI sensors, λ2 was represented by the 9th channel (centered at 709 nm),
and λ1 was repositioned to the 8th channel (centered at 681 nm). However, the best performance of the
MERIS and OLCI sensors was observed with greater displacement of λ1 to the 7th channel (centered
at 665 nm). In addition, a good model performance was also obtained using simulated MSI bands
(R705 /R665 ). For Class 2 waters, the four-band model could not be applied for Chl-a estimation using
satellite sensors, in contrast to the four-band model based on Rrs measured in-situ. However, it was
possible to accurately retrieve Chl-a using the three-band model for the MERIS and OLCI sensor data.
Table 5. Slopes (p) and intercepts (q) of the linear best-fit function between observed and retrieved
chlorophyll-a with corresponding coefficient of determination (r2 ) and root mean square error (RMSE
in mg/m3 ) for various satellite bands.
Water

Models

p

q

r2

RMSE

Manguaba (N = 36)

MODIS − R645 /R555
MERIS − R709 /R681
OLCI − R709 /R681
MERIS − R709 /R665
OLCI − R709 /R665
MSI − R705 /R665
MERIS − (R681 −1 − R709 −1 )·R665
OLCI − (R681 −1 − R709 −1 )·R674

38.21
19.08
19.97
29.78
28.43
34.39
58.77
73.60

−11.32
7.27
6.51
−6.35
−4.53
−12.52
18.98
18.97

0.56
0.64
0.65
0.72
0.71
0.72
0.71
0.70

14.55
13.29
13.07
11.76
11.87
11.73
11.84
12.11

MMELS (N = 72)

MODIS − R645 /R555
MERIS − R709 /R681
OLCI − R709 /R681
MERIS − R709 /R665
OLCI − R709 /R665
MSI − R705 /R665
MERIS − (R681 −1 − R709 −1 )·R665
OLCI − (R681 −1 − R709 −1 )·R674
MERIS − (R665 −1 − R709 −1 )/(R709 −1 − R681 −1 )
OLCI − (R674 −1 − R709 −1 )/(R709 −1 − R681 −1 )

34.63
23.98
24.95
34.12
32.83
39.07
39.74
42.17
1.80
0.67

−17.27
−6.73
−7.25
−17.29
−15.74
−23.40
20.92
22.74
28.87
27.84

0.31
0.70
0.71
0.77
0.76
0.78
0.60
0.55
0.01
0.00

18.42
12.12
11.91
10.66
10.77
10.44
14.00
14.87
22.03
22.15
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Table 5. Cont.
Water

Models

p

q

r2

RMSE

Class 2 (N = 14)

MODIS − R645 /R555
MERIS − R709 /R681
OLCI − R709 /R681
MSI − R705 /R665
MERIS − (R681 −1 − R709 −1 )·R665
OLCI − (R681 −1 − R709 −1 )·R674
MERIS − (R665 −1 − R709 −1 )/(R709 −1 − R681 −1 )
OLCI − (R674 −1 − R709 −1 )/(R709 −1 − R681 −1 )

18.12
44.75
48.42
45.14
71.65
81.47
−6.15
−3.69

10.48
−28.22
−31.57
−28.87
14.33
14.78
22.77
24.52

0.02
0.65
0.67
0.53
0.70
0.71
0.28
0.33

9.30
5.58
5.42
6.39
5.15
5.02
7.95
7.69

4. Discussion
MMELS can be characterized as an optically complex environment (Case 2 water) since a low
correlation between TSS and Chl-a was found (r2 = 0.08). This result suggests that these constituents
do not necessarily covary over space and time, in contrast to oligotrophic and clear waters [24,60].
Furthermore, the high turbidity observed in the lagoons, with Secchi disk values ranging between
0.58 m and 0.95 m (see [61]), suggests a low or nonexistent effect of the bottom sediment on the spectral
reflectance since the depth of the photic zone (light penetration zone) is lower than the water depth in
MMELS (see Table 1).
The low reflectance values in the blue region (from 400 nm to around 470 nm) indicate the
presence of yellow substances, which usually dominate the absorption in this spectral range for waters
influenced by river runoff [62], suggesting a significant CDOM contribution from the rivers discharging
to both lagoons. The slight depression observed around 440 nm can be explained by absorption peaks
of chlorophyll-a in this region.
The first reflectance peak in the green range, around 560 nm in Mundaú lagoon and 570 nm in
Manguaba lagoon, indicates minimal absorption by most algal pigments, but this reflectance is still
influenced by CDOM absorption [63]. Thus, the backscattering by inorganic suspended matter and
phytoplankton predominates in determining the spectral reflectance.
The minimum, observed around 625 nm, is related to phycocyanin absorption due to the presence
of cyanobacteria [34,64,65]. In Manguaba lagoon, this feature was more prominent than in Mundaú
lagoon, which may be explained by two factors: (a) the backscattering caused by the high TSS
concentration in Mundaú lagoon may have masked the effect of phycocyanin absorption; and/or
(b) the biomass of cyanobacteria was relatively low in Mundaú lagoon. The maximum absorption
peak of chlorophyll-a in the red region, around 670 nm [39], was present in almost all reflectance
spectra. It is likely that at this wavelength, the reflectance is still influenced by other optically active
components since a weak correlation was observed between minimum reflectance near 670 nm and
the chlorophyll-a concentration (r2 = 0.0006).
The second prominent reflectance peak around 700 nm occurred because of minimal absorption
of water constituents (Chl-a, NAP, and CDOM) and particulate backscattering, which controls the
reflectance variations in this region. Although the peak magnitude near 700 nm vs. the Chl-a
concentration indicated a very poor relationship (r2 = 0.1), the increase in the Chl-a concentration
caused the displacement of the peak position in the red region (r2 = 0.8, Figure 2d), which is
usually observed in turbid and productive waters [33,45,57,66]. Indeed, the peak positions near
700 nm in Manguaba lagoon occurred at wavelengths slightly longer than those in Mundaú lagoon,
which exhibited lower concentrations of chlorophyll-a.
The optical classes resulting from the clustering analysis indicated a homogeneous spatial
behavior over Manguaba lagoon for two distinct classes related to the wet (Class 2) and dry (Class 1)
seasons. Water samples associated with Class 2 showed optical characteristics of waters dominated
by chlorophyll-a and suspended sediment, which exhibited higher concentrations due to the increase
in sediment loading from river discharge in the wet season. In addition, the combined effect of
increasing light availability (i.e., fewer suspended sediments) and higher water temperature can
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explain the distinct optical behavior associated with waters dominated by chlorophyll-a observed in
the dry season.
The water samples from the Mundaú lagoon were mostly classified as Class 3, indicating the
homogeneity of the optical properties of these waters. This optical class had intermediate
concentrations of chlorophyll-a and higher concentrations of TSS, which can be explained by
the following: (a) higher nutrient and organic matter loading in Mundaú lagoon in comparison
with Manguaba lagoon, since a considerable amount of sewage from surrounding municipalities,
mainly Maceió city, is regularly discharged into Mundaú lagoon; and (b) more intensive anthropogenic
activities (i.e., agriculture and dredging along the river-bed) in the Mundaú river basin, which favor
soil erosion and sediment transport into Mundaú lagoon.
Regarding the evaluated models for non-classified waters, the blue-green ratio model was not
a good algorithm to estimate the chlorophyll-a concentration for MMELS or the individual lagoons.
As previously reported, this model is not suitable for turbid and productive waters (Case 2 water body)
since reflectance in the blue and green ranges is strongly influenced by NAP and CDOM absorption,
as well as by backscattering caused by inorganic and non-living organic suspended matter [63,67].
More accurate retrievals of chlorophyll-a were found using the NIR-Red band models. The twoand three-band NIR-Red models for Manguaba lagoon and MMELS had high coefficients of
determination (r2 > 0.80) and similar performance with respect to other chlorophyll-a retrievals
reported for turbid and productive estuaries [45]. The inclusion of the third band did not result in a
significant improvement in performance relative to the two-band NIR-Red model, possibly because the
effect of absorption by CDOM and NAP on reflectance was not relevant for the wavelengths chosen as
optimal in Manguaba lagoon (λ1 = 690 nm, λ2 = 714 nm) and MMELS (λ1 = 660 nm, λ2 = 721 nm).
Despite the better performance of the three-band NIR-Red model, the optimal position for λ3
was found in the upper limit of the operating range. At this wavelength, the reflectance was still high
(e.g., R721 > R670 was observed in some reflectance curves for both lagoons). This finding suggests
that the absorption caused by pure water was not completely dominant in this region, and hence
this reflectance was strongly influenced by the absorption and backscattering of the other water
constituents. In general, values greater than 720 nm are usually found for λ3 for three-band NIR-Red
models applied to inland and coastal waters [33,37,44]. Therefore, it is likely that the spectral range of
operation may have limited the displacement of λ3 for higher NIR wavelengths.
Considering the four-band NIR-Red model applied to MMELS and Manguaba lagoon, the addition
of the fourth band did not improve model’s performance with respect to chlorophyll-a retrieval in
comparison to the two- and three-band NIR-Red models. Interestingly, for both of these datasets,
the optimal positions for λ3 and λ4 were close to the upper limit of the operating range. In addition,
the distance between these two wavelengths was only 1 nm, which is considerably smaller than the
resolution of the radiometers used in the study. Naturally, such positioning aimed to minimize the
effect of absorption by CDOM and NAP, as well as backscattering, in λ3 , but clearly this was not
sufficient, especially for Manguaba lagoon water samples with higher concentrations of chlorophyll-a.
This resulted in a decrease in performance of the four-band model in relation to the three-band model.
In general, optimal values of λ4 are found around 730 nm [38,44], which are beyond the spectral range
of operation of this study.
The same pattern was not observed in Mundaú lagoon, where an increase in model complexity
(i.e., from the two to the four-band NIR-Red model) resulted in an improvement of chlorophyll-a
retrieval. However, the best model for Mundaú lagoon (four-band NIR-Red model, r2 = 0.74) had a
lower performance in relation to the two- and three-band NIR-Red models applied to both MMELS and
Manguaba lagoon. The work in [33] reported that in turbid waters, two-band NIR-Red models tend
to overestimate chlorophyll-a due to an increase in reflectance caused by backscattering of the huge
amount of suspended particles in both the visible and NIR ranges. Thus, a lower ability to estimate
chlorophyll-a in Mundaú lagoon was expected since this lagoon can be considered a highly turbid
system that is less productive than Manguaba lagoon, as most water samples exhibit chlorophyll-a
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concentrations less than 25 mg/m3 . In these environments, the absorption coefficient of chlorophyll-a
may be comparable, in terms of magnitude, to either the backscattering coefficient of suspended
particles or the absorption coefficient of NAP and CDOM, not satisfying the condition assumed for
NIR-Red models (i.e., achl-a (λ1 ) >> aNAP (λ1 ) + aCDOM (λ1 ) and achl-a (λ1 ) >> bb (λ1 )). Furthermore, the high
concentration of TSS in Mundaú lagoon favored the four-band NIR-Red model since this algorithm
minimizes the effect of absorption by CDOM and NAP in NIR wavelengths [36]. Nevertheless, it may
be possible to improve the performance of the four-band NIR-Red model in Mundaú lagoon by
searching for optimal values of λ4 beyond the upper limit of the spectral range of operation (i.e., for
λ4 > 721 nm). For instance, it is common to find optimal values of λ4 around 740 nm [36].
Regarding the evaluated models for classified waters, the inversion algorithms applied to
homogeneous groups generally did not improve the chlorophyll-a retrieval in comparison with
the band models using the non-classified dataset; this may be associated with the following: (a) the
derivation of models from a reduced number of water samples in each class; (b) the classification
method chosen (e.g., unsupervised classification clustering, fuzzy logic classification and reflectance
shape characteristics calculation approach), which may control the number and optical characteristics
of each class [38,54,55]; and (c) a higher uniformity of both optical characteristics and concentration
values of the water constituents in each class, which may result in a lower performance of the models,
mainly for classes with higher concentrations of suspended matter and lower concentrations of
chlorophyll-a. However, the pre-classification of the reflectance spectra dataset into homogeneous
groups has shown to be satisfactory to validate the band models using a different handheld dataset
without repositioning of optimal wavelength values for each model [38,48]. Therefore, the classified
band models obtained for Manguaba lagoon can be considered promising, especially the model for
Class 2.
Although estuarine environments have more intensified dynamics in relation to other inland
water bodies (i.e., lakes and reservoirs), the high retention times of both the Mundaú (>2 weeks)
and Manguaba (>1 month) lagoons suggest slight water quality changes over time. Thus,
MMELS demonstrates considerable potential for the application of models using satellite sensors
with spatial and temporal resolutions less than 500 m and one week, respectively, similar to the
sensors evaluated in this study. In general, the two-band models based on simulated satellite
bands showed better performance than the three-band models for MMELS, which is in agreement
with other studies [37,44,48]. The results also indicate that the two-band model using the MODIS
sensor (R645 /R555 ) failed to estimate chlorophyll-a. This likely occurred because it was not
possible to use band 15 (centered at 748 nm), which is widely used in band models based on
MODIS spectral bands [32,33,37] but is still beyond the spectral range of operation of this study.
Nevertheless, enhanced chlorophyll-a retrievals have been found using a two-band algorithm based on
simulated Sentinel-2/MSI, Envisat/MERIS and Sentinel-3/OLCI satellite bands, indicating a promising
application of these sensors in MMELS and Manguaba lagoon. Regarding Class 2 waters, a decrease in
performance of the four-band model based on simulated MERIS and OLCI bands in comparison with
the two- and three-band models can be explained by the inability to identify a good combination of
simulated satellite bands near the wavelengths chosen as optimal for the models using Rrs measured
in-situ. The assessment of models to directly estimate chlorophyll-a using satellite images captured by
the MSI and OLCI sensors encourages further future investigation in MMELS, since images from these
recently spaceborne sensors were not available during the monitoring period (May to September 2015).
Despite the spectral range operational constraints, our findings suggest that empirical models based
on optical properties involving water constituents have a strong potential to estimate chlorophyll-a
using spectral data from satellite, airborne or handheld sensors in productive tropical estuaries, as was
also observed in temperate, tropical and subtropical inland waters [14,30,33,68].
Despite the wide range of measured chlorophyll-a in the dataset (0.97–117.24 mg·m−3 ),
the monitoring period was limited from May to September 2015, which corresponds to an inter-seasonal
period between the end of the wet season and the beginning of the dry season. A recent study,
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using approximately 100 water samples for each season, indicated that a unique model based on
spectral reflectance can be used to estimate chlorophyll-a for all four seasons [42], suggesting that the
empirical models described in this study can also be applied outside of the monitoring period.
5. Conclusions
In this study, we examined the performance of several algorithms based on spectral bands to
estimate chlorophyll-a in a shallow, turbid, productive tropical estuarine-lagoon system using in situ
reflectance spectra. We also investigated the potential of model application using satellite sensors.
Our results showed accurate retrievals of chlorophyll-a (r2 > 0.80) using the NIR-Red three-band
model for MMELS, which exhibits a light penetration zone lower than the water depth due to high
turbidity. These accurate models open up a novel branch for scientific investigations searching for new
spectral reflectance-based models using in situ reflectance measurements beyond the spectral range of
operation in this study. In addition, these models can be used to explore the possibility of extending
this approach to other productive tropical estuaries.
We also observed accurate chlorophyll-a retrievals using the two-band algorithm based on
the simulated Sentinel-2/MSI, Envisat/MERIS and Sentinel-3/OLCI satellite bands with temporal
and spatial resolutions less than one week and 500 m, respectively, indicating a promising
application of these sensors to remotely estimate chlorophyll-a in MMELS and Manguaba lagoon.
However, further validation to test the application of these sensors must be addressed considering
the characteristics of each sensor, in particular, the signal-to-noise ratio and radiometric and
spatial resolutions.
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